Look back at it: YMAC Highlights

2014/2015 School Year & Summer
Coleman Advocates for Children & Youth is....

wifi password: 459coleman
network: YMAC
Coleman Advocates for Children & Youth is....

PMAC (Parents Making a Change) +
YMAG (Youth Making a Change) +
Education Policy Advocacy +
Civic Engagement
Mission and Vision

Coleman builds the leadership and power of low-income and working class youth and parents of color in San Francisco to advance racial and economic justice in our schools and our city.

Through grassroots organizing, budget and policy advocacy, and voter engagement, we are building a city of hope, justice, an opportunity – a San Francisco where all children and families have access to a high-quality education, living wage jobs, family-supporting benefits and services, affordable housing, and a voice in the decisions that affect us.
Former YMAC Campaigns

A-G campaign (2008)
Former YMAC Campaigns

Solutions not Suspensions
@SF BART
#DropTheCharges
#WhichSideAreYouOn

WE STAND WITH THE
#BLACKFRIDAY14
#BLACKLIVESMATTER
There are some things so deep, some things so precious, some things that are eternally true, that they are worth dying for.
—Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

#BlackLivesMatter